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DESCRIPTION

56772

2008 Olga Raffault Chinon les Picasses

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$19.99

DISCOUNT %

$16.99*

15%

"Very fresh, delivering lively chalk, tobacco and cherry pit notes backed by more plum, red currant and cassis bush. A mouthwatering grilled
herb edge frames the sleek finish. Delicious." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

72419

2011 Charles Joguet Chinon Cuvee Terroir

$18.99

$15.99*

16%

"Well-focused, offering a lively bitter cherry, damson plum and blood orange core lined with enticing savory, briar and olive notes. Bright
minerality drives the finish. Pure." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

59245

2009 Jonata El Alma

$125.00

$99.99*

20%

"The inky colored 2009 El Alma de Jonata, which was made from 70% Cabernet Franc, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Merlot and 1% Petit
Verdot, is no less impressive, exhibiting rich, full notes of cigar, chocolate, tobacco leaf and crushed rock notes to go with a massively built,
structured profile on the palate. Very full-bodied and one big wine." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

66621

2010 Wolf Family Vineyards Cabernet Franc

$79.99

$69.99*

13%

"The 2010 Cabernet Franc’s drop-dead, beautiful bouquet of bouquet garni, lavender, blueberries, black raspberries and sweet forest floor
notes is further evidence of just how remarkable Napa Valley Cabernet Franc can be. From the western hills of St.-Helena, this example is
not a blockbuster in the mouth despite its magnificent aromatics, but is medium-bodied with gorgeous concentration, a velvety, opulent,
mouthfeel and a long finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

72377

2011 Raats Family Cabernet Franc

$29.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2011 Raats Family Cabernet Franc comes from two parcels of 20+-year-old vines and sees 16 to 18 months in new and used oak. It
has a very composed bouquet with dark cherry, raspberry, undergrowth and leather that grows in intensity in the glass. The palate is
medium-bodied with a saline entry. The tannins are very fine and frame crisp red and black fruit that segue into a gently fiery finish. This is
very well-crafted." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

17235

2007 Hourglass Cabernet Franc Blueline Vineyard

$125.00

N/A

"The 2007 Cabernet Franc Blueline exhibits abundant characteristics of blueberries, black raspberries, charcoal, incense, and flowers in its
round, gracious, generously-endowed personality. With outstanding purity, texture, and depth, the wine never comes across as heavy, but
rather, pure and rich. A classic example of combining power with finesse, it can be drunk now and over the next 10-15 years." Reviewed by
Robert Parker. - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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